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In today’s world, brands 
should remain humble  
and authentic. 
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What’s the most interesting thing you’ve done outside of work in 
the last 12 months? 
My wife and I took a wonderful holiday break to travel across scenic 
yet unexplored locatons across Croatia and Slovenia. In around two 
weeks, we covered multiple amazing locations – Dubrovnik, Split, 
Plitvice Lakes, Zagreb, Ljubljana, Lake Bled, and Piran & Postojna 
Caves. It was certainly one of our most memorable holidays.

Name a brand marketing executive or corporate personality - 
Indian or international - you admire. And tell us what about her/
him is admirable.  
I admire Elon Musk for his vision and boldness - from electric 
mobility disruption to space travel to hyperloop tunnels. Of course, 
there are some concerns that have surfaced of late so time will tell 
how much of this actually gets delivered.

If your brand were an animal, what would it be - and why? 
It would probably be a lion or a horse. Lion because we are market 
leaders in many of the businesses that we operate in. And horse 
because we like to compete hard and strive to win every race in line 
with our credo of ‘Rise’.

What was the biggest challenge you and your team faced in the 
last 6-12 months - and what did you learn from it? 
Budgets are always a challenge. But then you force yourself to find 
solutions that do more with less – solutions that are strong on 
consumer insight and differentiated from others in order to cut 
through clutter.

Which outside forces or trends impact consumer behaviour in 
your category most? Give an example. 
For our key businesses - automobiles, tractors and holidays - con-
sumer sentiment is a key factor because these are high-ticket, high-
involvement purchases. And when the economy is under stress, 
consumer sentiment becomes negative.

Marketers across segments have fetishised the millennial. But 
hand on heart, which demographic will drive growth for your 
brand over the next 12 months? 
Well, millennials are important to us as they are not only our future 
consumers but also our key influencers in all the decisions that are 
made today!

Nowadays brands get trolled all too frequently on social media. 

As a marketer, have your views on trolling changed in the last 
couple of years? 
I think the fundamental point is that in today’s world, brands 
should remain humble and authentic. And if you do goof up, then 
please own up and apologise.

If you could advertise on only one medium for the next 6 
months, what would that be - and why? 
That would be digital because you can smartly and sharply target 
your consumers with the right relevance or context, at scale.

What do agency partners grumble about most, today? 
I think agencies will always grumble about clients who do not treat 
them with respect, as partners. n
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